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 المحتويات

 دلاٌخ دشٚف الجش الدتظٍخ ثٍفع الدلائىخ في اٌمشاْ اٌىش٠ُ 
 )دساعخ تح١ٍ١ٍخ ٚطف١خ( 

 ا١ٌّخ اٌشوبثَٟ . َ . عبسح ٘بشُ ؾجذ 

 اٌىفبءح اٌزات١خ الدذسوخ ٌذٜ ِٛغفٟ طذخ رٞ لبس

 أ.َ.د ؾجذ اٌؿجبط غؼ١ت شبطٟ                   فبطّخ وبًِ طىش

دٚس الأشطخ اٌتؿ١ّ١ٍخ ٚاٌترف١ٙ١خ في تٛؾ١خ طفً اٌشٚػخ ثبٌخمبفخ اٌظذ١خ ِٓ ٚجٙخ ٔػش 
 الدؿٍّبد ٚالاِٙبد

 ١ٌٍٝ نجُ حج١ًَ.د 

 ( ) دساعخ في اٚػبؾٙب اٌغ١بع١خ ٚالالتظبد٠خ6491ـ 6491جمٙٛس٠خ ا٠طب١ٌب في ِشدٍخ اٌتأع١ظ )

 غبصٞ ؾ١ذاْ ساػٟ الحج١َّٟ.َ 

 نحٛ الجٍّخ ٚنحٛ إٌض، سؤٜ في الاختلاف ٚالدمبسثخ
ا.د أعؿذ خٍف اٌؿٛادٞ       َ. ٔغَٛ ؾٛفي دغْٛ

 6411-6494جش٠ذح اٌؿشاقع١بعخ ثبوغتبْ اٌذاخ١ٍخ ٚالخبسج١خ ِٓ خلاي 

 ا.َ.د عجبح طلاي ٠بعين                                            

 ٌذٜ الذ١ئخ اٌتذس٠غ١خ في غً اٌتؿ١ٍُ الاٌىترٟٚٔ الدشٚٔخ الدؿشف١خ

 د دغين صغير لز١غٓ.َ

 
فبؾ١ٍخ اعتخذاَ اعترات١ج١خ اٌظف الدمٍٛة في ت١ّٕخ ِٙبساد اٌىتبثخ الإثذاؾ١خ ثبٌٍغخ الإنج١ٍض٠خ 

 ٌظف اٌخبٟٔ اٌخبٌٔٛٞذٜ طبٌجبد ا
 د. ختبَ لزّذ حمذاْ اٌغضٚ                      ئيمبْ طبسق طبلح س٠ظ د.  ئيمبْ طب   د. 

 اٌتفبؤي الدتؿٍُ  ٌذٜ الدٛغفين ثبلأجش ا١ٌِٟٛ  في جبِؿخ رٞ لبس
 ِٕبس ٔؿ١ُ ِطشش            أ.د أؿبَ لبعُ خف١ف                         
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 في شؿش الدشأح اٌؿشث١خ في ؾظشٞ الجب١ٍ٘خ ٚالإعلاَ عٍطخ الأٔغبق اٌخمبف١خ

 َ.َ ٕ٘ذ وبًِ خؼير                              أ.د دغين ؾٍٟ اٌذخ١ٍٟ               

 ار ؾٍٝ غٕبئُ الحشةالاعتجذاد في الاعتذٛ

                                  اٌجبدخخ فبطّخ لاِٟ ؾجذ  أ.د. وبغُ حمذ لزشاث                                                               
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. دغين جبعُ جبثشد   

 اٌزوبء اٌشخظٟ اٌزاتٟ ٌذٜ طٍجخ الجبِؿخ
 أ.د. ؾجذ اٌىش٠ُ ؾطب وش٠ُ             

                                َ.َ. طجبح ِٙذٞ ساػٟ         

  1291-1291الاٚػبؼ الالتظبد٠خ في ٔمشح اٌغٍّبْ
 اٌجبدج ؾجذ الله خير الله ِغير           أ..د. ؾّبد جبعُ دغٓ                   
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الأِتذبْ اٌشبًِ ٌطٍجخ الألغبَ اٌؿ١ٍّخ في و١ٍخ اٌترث١خ أثٓ سشذ ٌٍؿٍَٛ الإٔغب١ٔخ ِإشش ٌؼّبْ 
 جٛدح اٌبرٔبِج اٌتؿ١ٍّٟ

اٌشفبؾٟطفبء طبسق دج١ت وشِٗ                             فبتٓ خيرٞ لزّذ عؿ١ذ   
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ؤٜ تذا١ٌٚخ تحبٚس٠خ
ُ
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Pragmatic Perspectives 
 

Dr. Hussein Huwail Ghayadh 
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 َ. د دغين د٠ًٛ غ١بع

 اٌؿشاق -رٞ لبس  -جبِؿخ رٞ لبس -و١ٍخ اٌترث١خ الأعبع١خ
huwailhussein@utq.edu.iq 

Conversational , Conversational Stylistics Keywords: Stylistics,

Contextual Comprehension, ThemePragmatics,  

 اٌىٍّبد اٌشئ١غ١خ: الأعٍٛث١خ ، أعب١ٌت المحبدحخ ، اٌبراغّبت١خ اٌتخبطج١خ ، اٌفُٙ اٌغ١بلٟ ، الدٛػٛؼ 

 

 الدٍخض
ض ؾٍٝ و١ف١خ تشفير ٚفه تشفير الأشخبص 

ّ
شو

ُ
اٌتذا١ٌٚخ الحٛاس٠خ )اٌتخبطج١خ( ٟ٘ لربي دساعٟ ٠

ّىٓ ئدسان اٌتؿبثير اٌٍغ٠ٛخ ؾٍٝ ئٔٙب ٔبتجخ ِٓ الاستجبؽ الدتجزس 
ُ
ٌٍّذبدحبد. في ثؿغ الأد١بْ ، ٠

ٕبعت ٌشىً ِؿين ِؽ ِؿنى تذاٚلي لزذد )اٌتؿجيراد اٌتذا١ٌٚخ الاتف
ُ
بل١خ(. ٘زٖ ٚالدتذاٚي اٌزٞ ٠

اٌتؿجيراد لا تؿتّذ ؾٍٝ اٌتٛلؿبد دٛي طج١ؿخ اٌغ١بق ، ٌىٓ اٌجؿغ ا٢خش ١ٌظ وزٌه ، أٞ يجت 
ب في اٌتذا١ٌٚخ 

ً
ا د٠ٛ١

ً
أْ ٠ىْٛ ٕ٘بن ع١بق. تٙذف ٘زٖ اٌذساعخ ئلى ئحجبد أْ الأعٍٛث١خ تٍؿت دٚس
ؿتبر٠

ُ
ٓ أْ اعتخذاَ اٌٍغخ ، الحٛاس٠خ آخز٠ٓ ثٕػش الاؾتجبس أْ المحبدحخ ٟ٘ تٛاطً اجتّبؾٟ ٌغٛٞ ِ

وٕت١جخ ٌلاخت١بساد الأعٍٛث١خ ، ٘ٛ لرّٛؾخ ِتٕٛؾخ ِٓ ا١ٌ٢بد اٌؼ١ّٕخ ٚاٌػب٘شح اٌتٟ ٠ؿتمذ 
إٌبط ِٓ خلالذب أْ الدؿشفخ الدٛجٛدح في اٌغ١بق ٟ٘ ؾٕظش دبعُ في تش١ِض الدؿبٟٔ ٚفه تشفير٘ب. 

جنى فشػ١خ اٌجذج ؾٍٝ أْ ثؿغ الخ١بساد الأعٍٛث١خ تىشف ؾٓ ِؿشف
ُ
خ ِتجبدٌخ )ِشتروخ( لذب تأحير ت

ػٙش إٌتبئج أْ اٌتذا١ٌٚخ الحٛاس٠خ ِب ٟ٘ ئلا أؿىبط ٌٍؿلالخ ثين 
ُ
ٍِذٛظ ؾٍٝ اٌتٛاطً اٌجششٞ. ٚت
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شعًِ( اٌزٞ ٠مترح ِمٌٛخ ِب ممىٓ ِؿشفخ 
ُ
خبطتِ )الد

ُ
الخ١بساد الأعٍٛث١خ ٚاٌغ١بق. ٕٚ٘ب يجت ؾٍٝ الد
ي ؾ١ٍٗ ثطش٠مخ ِب ِٓ خلاي افتراػٗ أْ ا

ُ
ت( ِغتؿذ ٌتٛفير ع١بق ٠غّخ ِبتذ

َ
خبط

ُ
لدشعً ئ١ٌٗ )الد

ثفُٙ ٘زا اٌتفغير وْٛ اٌغ١بلبد تؿًّ وذٚافؽ ٌت١ٌٛذ تؿجيراد ٌغ٠ٛخ ِؿ١ٕخ )اخت١بساد 
ً ئ١ٌٗ 

َ
شع

ُ
شعًِ ٚاٌغ١بق اٌزٞ ٠غتخذِٗ الد

ُ
أعٍٛث١خ(.أِب ؾذَ اٌتٛافك ثين اٌغ١بق اٌزٞ ٠تٛلؿٗ الد

   عٛء اٌفُٙ.٠إدٞ ئلى دذٚث تفغير خبطئ ِٚٓ حُ ٠إدٞ ئلى
 

Abstract 

     Conversational pragmatics is a field of study that focuses on 

Sometimes   how people encode and decode conversation.

linguistic expressions are perceived from the appropriately 

deep-rooted and conventionalized correlation of a certain form 

with a specific pragmatic meaning (conventionalized pragmatic 

expressions). These expressions do not count upon 

expectations about the nature of the context; but others are 

not, i.e. there should be a context. This study aims at proving 

that stylistics plays a vital role in conversational pragmatics 

taking into account that conversation is a linguistic social 

communication. Language use, as a result of stylistic choices, 

is a variety of effective connotative and denotative devices by 

which people think of contextually existing knowledge as a 

crucial component of encoding and decoding meanings. It is 

hypothesized that certain stylistic choices reveal mutual 

(shared) knowledge that has a remarkable influence upon 

human communication. The findings show that conversational 

pragmatics is a reflection of the correlation between stylistic 

choices and context. An addresser who proposes an utterance 

to be inferred in a specific manner must also assume the 

addressee to be ready for providing a context that permits that 

interpretation to be captured because contexts work as motives 

for generating certain linguistic expressions (stylistic choices). 

An incompatibility between the context anticipated by the 

addresser and the one used by the addressee may give rise to a 

misinterpretation and then leads to miscommunication.                  
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1. Introduction 

between two communicative process  is a cooperative The conversation       

or more participants who follow certain social rules, such rules rely on 

Conversation, in the viewpoint . social conventions (standards, norms, etc.)

of  Thornbury and Slade (2006, p. 25), "is the kind of speech that happens 

informally, symmetrically and for the purposes of establishing and 

maintaining social ties." Social ties can be realized and categorized as 

definite procedures for conversation develop from the cooperative 

versational accomplish useful and powerful conprinciples to 

Conversational pragmatics, as communication (participants' cooperation). 

argued by Luppicini (2008, p. 339), "deals with conversation use and how 

people construct and interpret language . . . and emphasizes how utterances 

realize, understand, i.e. how participants  ersation",are understood in conv

and produce a useful conversation. Participants' conversations stand for a 

harmonized arrangement of speech acts which are contained within wide-

ranging conversation structures. These conversation structures are socially 

and stylistically constructed.                                                                            

   The concept of stylistics is applied in a wide range of linguistic 

perspectives by different linguists. The area on which stylistics works on is 

the linguistic realization and linguistic functions of spoken or written 

language. Stylistics, as pointed out by Nørgaard et al (2010, p. 1), "is the 

study of the ways in which meaning is created through language in 

literature as well as in other types of text".  As methods of stylistic analysis, 

linguistic frameworks are used to give the detail of and explicate "how and 

why a text works as it does". According to the stylistic methods, linguistic 

levels such as phonetic, phonological, lexical, grammatical, semantic, 
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pragmatic ones can be traced, investigated, and interpreted. Part of these 

levels works as a stimulus to uncover and communicate different 

interpretations. A step further, language in use, as pragmatic realization 

(Verschueren, 1991, p. 1),  can be examined stylistically. The relationship 

between stylistics and pragmatics can be searched, viewed, and perceived 

as relevant to the topic of pragmastylistic studies. Here linguistic choices 

are constrained by different types of context (social, cultural, and so on). 

Hickey (1993, p. 578) identified the relationship between stylistics and 

pragmatics stating that "Pragmastylistics is stylistics but with a pragmatic 

component added to it . . . involves the study of all the conditions, 

linguistic and extralinguistic, ". Pragmastylistic focuses on the variation of 

linguistic choices and how these choices with their semantic implications 

can be manipulated with the help of context to achieve certain pragmatic 

goals. From this perspective, conversations, as an area of linguistic study, 

can be studied stylistically (as linguistic choices) and pragmatically (as 

interpersonal exchange or turns).                                                                 

    In spoken or written language, the speaker attempts to select certain 

effective linguistic structures, while on the part of the hearer, these 

linguistic structures motivate him to anticipate a certain context 

(circumstances and background of the communication). In both cases 

selecting or motivating, stylisticians are interested to describe these 

linguistic structures. Describing the two processes (selecting and 

motivating) helps in realizing and perceiving the appropriate or 

inappropriate, effective or ineffective (powerless) linguistic utterances. In 

this regard, particularly that of utterance appropriateness, Grice (1975: 43) 

pointed out that the communicatively appropriate characteristics of 

utterances commonly implicate deliberate meanings (addresser’s meaning) 

that are reasonably different from the pragmatic content of what is truly 
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stated. Grice asserted that addressers’ meanings are effectively 

communicated through processes of conversational implicature in which 

addressers use what they know about hearers and about the conversational 

context to transfer certain meanings. Similarly, recipients depend on related 

kinds of information to understand these meanings.                                     

    Bearing a conversational companion’s information in mind is surely 

central for keeping to the principles put forward by theories of the 

cooperative principle and its associated conversational maxims. To 

effectively transfer a certain message, addressers need to be familiar with 

that the hearers will be able to decide what the intended meanings are. In 

accordance with, to solve these conversational implicatures, hearers be 

obliged to take into account not merely the conventional meanings of the 

addresser’s utterances, but also consider the context: Physical context 

(what is going on around, objects adjacent the communication, time and 

place of the communication, i.e. physical factors at play); linguistic context 

(what has been said before in the conversation, i.e. discourse that surrounds 

a language component and facilitates to govern its explanation); social 

context (the social bond among individuals engaged in social interaction, 

i.e. the culture they live in and individuals that they cooperate 

communicatively with); epistemic context (what is known by both speaker 

and hearer, i.e. relevant background knowledge). Van dijk (1972, p. 172) 

pointed out that there is a certain relationship between stylistics and 

pragmatics, stylistics ―coincides with the theory of performance and with 

pragmatics.‖ So it is possible to say that stylistics is the vehicle of the 

speaker or writer’s intention based on Van Dijk's idea that there is some 

sort of coincidence between stylistics and pragmatics. This coincidence can 

be seen through the direct engagement of the speaker or writer’s linguistic 

choices from varieties of grammatically satisfactory linguistic structures.     
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    As a matter of assumption, it seems that to understand how people 

communicate effectively, one has to keep in mind that mutual stylistic 

choices with their contextual implications (mutual knowledge) play a very 

important factor in determining the addressers' intended meanings.              

2. Utterance Meaning and Context                                                                

    Undeniable fact, the linguistic context is not enough to understand the 

interpretation of the utterance. The relationship between words, phrases, 

and even a number of successive utterances is not enough to make the 

addressee decodes and makes sense of the addresser's message. For 

example:                                                                                                      

1. a. Are you sure he will? 

b. I am not sure, but he might. 

a. I think he has to do it as others ordered him. 

b. perhaps he will do his best. 

Utterances in 1a and 1b are ambiguous utterances because there are no 

specified and directed referents. Also without situational context, which 

refers to a particular speech environment, speakers are unable to convey or 

interpret what the conversation is. Pronouns without antecedents, modal 

and auxiliary verbs without enough finite verbs make utterances hard to be 

conceived. Systematic stylistic choices without situational context give the 

impression of the grammaticality of the sentence but without 

accomplishing the second condition of each sentence which is related to its 

acceptability. From this short turn-taking example, it is possible to realize 

to what extent that linguistic context or linguistic cohesion is not enough to 

comprehend the speaker's intentions.                                                            

    According to their linguistic structures (stylistic choices) or situational 

appropriateness (pragmatic perspectives), utterances with the same 

meaning, as stated by Hickey (1993, p. 578), are stylistically different. 
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Sometimes the evaluation of an utterance depends on convention. In this 

respect, Grice (1989: 298) argues that conventions are not the basic 

necessity to sentence meaning, pragmatically it is an utterance (word, 

phrase, clause or sentence) meaning (utterance meaning: pragmatically 

utterance is more comprehensive than a sentence), but it indeed helps in 

detecting meaning, i.e. it is one of the ways. Coupled with, the evaluation 

of utterances depends on its context (cultural and social contexts), 

sometimes depends on indexical references (time and place), or sometimes 

quantifiers play a crucial role since they are the contextually determined 

domain of discourse.                                                                                   

   Schlenker  (2004: 2) argues that, in communication, context plays a very 

crucial role. For this reason, he proposes that there are two types of 

contexts: Thought Context and Utterance Context. The first one (thought 

context) is the argument at which thought creates; it contains the person 

who thinks, time duration of thought, and an atmosphere of thought (in 

some circumstances a thought might also have a proposed recipient). The 

context of utterance is the argument at which the thought is communicated; 

it contains an addresser, an addressee, time duration of utterance, and an 

atmosphere of utterance. Here a question may arise: to what extent there is 

a relationship between the propositional context and what the addresser or 

addressee have in their mind? In this sense, it is essential to know that the 

propositional components of the context are those speaker and hearer share 

or the addresser supposes that he shares with the addressee.                           

    Context and linguistic choices, linguistic choices as an area of stylistics, 

are overlapping. Sometimes the use of linguistic choices may influence 

context, or the context determines what type of linguistic choices should be 

used having in mind that appropriateness is a determinant factor in social 

relationships. Investigating one of the above perspectives, particularly the 
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impact of the generic pronoun 'he' as a linguistic choice on the social 

academic generic context, will lead to realizing that this type of pronouns 

affects comprehension, so it is problematic. For example, a professor 

addressing his students:                                                                               

2. a. If anyone buys his article on the internet, he will never be 

rewarded for his efforts. 

   The stylistic choice of the generic pronoun 'he', for some addressees is 

unacceptable since it eliminates reference to the female students. Here the 

sex-specific interpretation of the masculine pronoun 'he' governs the 

contextual comprehension. The indefinite pronoun 'anyone', as an 

antecedent, cannot be categorized as a determinant or decisively antecedent 

to support the addresses' interpretation of the generic pronoun. Sapir-Whorf 

hypothesis, in its weak version, here indicates that sexist use of the generic 

pronoun influences the professor's and the addressees' thoughts. The 

generic use of 'he' reproduces male societal power  (perpetuation of social 

male domination), males have superiority and social unfairness between 

males and females. Unacceptability and inappropriateness of the above 

one-sided viewpoint can be stylistically modified to reduce the negative 

social implication. The stylistic modification contributes to accomplishing 

the professor's aim through using he/she combination as a non-sexist 

alternative:                                                                                                  

        b. If anyone buys his or her article on the internet, he or she will 

never be rewarded   

             for his or her efforts. 

In 2b, the specific use of pronouns reveals a non-sexist interpretation of 

linguistic choice of pronouns. Not only he/she combination or specific use 

of pronouns, plurality or what is called unspecified sex, can be realized and 

comprehended as a remedy:                                                                             

c. Students who buy their articles on the internet will never be 

rewarded for their efforts.  
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  A step further, it is essential to know that people sometimes communicate 

their unclear beliefs in normal contexts. In other words, it is important to 

have an idea about the interpretation of probability.                                     

3.  Interpretation of Probability (Belief Strength) 

       It is not easy to determine the degree of strength of the addresser’s 

belief (interpretation of probability). For example, if someone tells us: 

3.  A: Can you guess the percentage of John's passing this year?  

      B:  There is a 50% chance that John can pass this year. 

Does utterance 3b mean anything valuable? Here Grice’s cooperative 

principle shows that the above utterance is restricted by certain Gricean 

pragmatic conversational standards.                                                            

    To elaborate, the maxims of quantity in which the speaker should be 

economical and informative, just saying a certain percentage of 'passing' 

encodes a message without further details (not saying too much or too 

little). The maxim of relation, according to the strategies of the 

interpretation of probability or communicating uncertainty, the listener is 

interested or concerned with the information he can handle to anticipate 

expected conditions of the future events, here the probability of 'passing'. 

The maxim of quality strongly advises the addresser to communicate the 

truthfulness or non-truthfulness of the probability of 'passing'. In the 

preceding example, neither the achievement nor non-achievement of 

'passing' authenticates or refutes the '50% chance' assertion. Here having 

due regard for the idea that stylistics focuses on how things are 

linguistically constructed, maxim of manner can be considered the most 

convenient maxim among others to stylistics.                                              

    In conversational pragmatic respect, stylistic concentration on linguistic 

structure variety coincides with Grice's perspectives of manner maxims 

particularly when he indicated that the maxim of manner refers to "HOW 
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what is said to be said" (Grice 1975: 46). From a stylistic viewpoint, well-

organizing and minimizing the linguistic structures to be brief can be 

comprehended as one criterion of manner maxim, while from a pragmatic 

perspective, maximization and appropriateness of the message content to 

avoid obscurity contribute to transmitting the planned and intended 

illocutionary aspect to the recipient. This can reveal an idea that remarkable 

stylistic impacts can be realized by making use of the rules and criteria of 

communication. Therefore, people must be aware of how to use language 

with, to some extent, perfect realization and comprehension of the 

proposed communicative meaning. As Jeffrey (1992: 41) argued, ―learning 

to use a language properly is in large part like learning such skills as riding 

bicycles and flying airplanes. One must train oneself to have the right sorts 

of responses to various sorts of experiences, where the responses are 

degrees of belief in propositions.‖.                                                             

4. Stylistic Choices and Contextual Boundaries                                           

     The major functions of language are to communicate, transfer 

information, and express certain feelings and emotions. Linguistic choices, 

as stylistic variations, appeal to individuals to perform speech acts 

according to different communicative situations, to show agreement or 

disagreement with the transferred information, or to show positive 

reactions towards emotions and feelings. Context varieties require different 

varieties of linguistic choices and common expressions that are appropriate 

to certain specific contexts.                                                                          

    It is essential to think that there is not a one-to-one relationship between 

grammar and pragmatics (between structure and function). What someone 

says may look like lacking information but could be an indirect way of 

demanding things. For example, we identify that if somebody says:            
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   4. Behaviourim is a good theory that can be applied in teaching.                

  I have a certain problem with understanding earthquakes, is it possible to 

explain them?                                                                                           

a. Come in time. 

Here the speaker in (4a) wants to convey certain information to the hearer; 

in (4b) is asking the listener to give enough information about earthquakes; 

while in (4c) the speaker orders the listener to be committed in time. In this 

regard and according to the influence of context, it seems there are 

probable and straightforward linguistic techniques to create meanings 

through the best normal way of giving information is a statement (4a), the 

best normal way of asking for information is a question (4b) and the best 

normal way of obliging others to do something is a command (4c). But, in 

fact, the linguistic context, especially the grammatical context, does not 

always work as straightforward and predictable rules to understand the 

intention of the speaker. In other words, sometimes the grammatical 

structure gives the listener a different understanding not based on previous 

grammatical rules, for example:                                                                    

b. I will be there at 10 p.m.    

c. Would you mind arriving in time? 

Here in (4c) the statement, as a grammatical statement structure, is not used 

to convey information, but it is used to express promise; while in (4d) the 

grammatical interrogative structure is not used for asking about information 

the speaker lacks but it is used to express request.                                       

    In this sense, the listener’s demanding information and speaker’s giving 

information or expressing ideas are not often realized at the grammatical 

dimension then at the semantic aspect which is mostly connected with 

using individual words or sentences, i.e. syntactic structures and conceptual 
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semantics are not enough. To put it another way, there is no straightforward 

and predictable linguistic context approach that the listeners follow to 

detect the meaning. Due to this, it is determinate to propose that pragmatic 

factors provide listeners with adequate tools for understanding the 

intentions of speakers. In this respect, Ahlsen (2005: 434) argued that 

"looking at language and communication in different social activities 

provides clues to the roles of different determining factors behind the 

observed behaviours."                                                                                 

5. Conversational Optimal Relevance, Context, and Stylistics                        

     In relation to relevance theory, Sperber & Wilson (1986:15) pointed out 

the contextual factors of a certain utterance are regarded as a 

"psychological construct", in effect, it is the supposed paradigm of the 

beliefs arising from the addressee concerning the world. Beliefs as such 

characterize the arguments on which the addressee relies on the 

understanding of an offered utterance. Certain conversational utterances are 

optimally appropriate particularly when they permit the addressee to realize 

the proposed implication of the addresser's message with no excessive 

attempt. Such implications offer the addressee the suitable advantages 

required.                                                                                                     

   In parallel with this, Gutt (1998: 43) proposed that advantages as such are 

certainly 'psychological' because of their being made up of definite 

knowledge belonging to a certain person, and are categorized as "positive 

contextual effects". Here when a certain person considers communicating a 

definite matter as we would expect, transfers the assumption that what 

he/she will transfer is maintained to be "optimally relevant to the 

addressee". From this point of view, optimal relevance serves the addressee 

to read between the lines and comprehend the effects of the contextual 

aspects of a certain utterance proposed by the addresser. Contextual 
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elements permit the addressee to construct proper anticipations with respect 

to the probable access to the contextual items that will be needed for 

accurate interpretation. The addressee, for that reason, initiates the process 

of interpretation with the manipulation of the points gained. To realize the 

assumption that the addressee will make when he merges the points he has 

gained with the suitable contextual knowledge, Morini (2013: 20) stated 

that the utterance will by all means put forwards or suggest the 

interpretation whose handing out has demanded definite effort to be 

employed. Making use of such beliefs, the addressee will oblige by the 

procedure of analysis as far as he touches the topic of interpretation that 

comes across,  an interpretation that conveys about suitable and optimal 

contextual influences along with it is inferable with minor engagement 

(Gutt, 1998: 44).                                                                                        

       Together with, Hatim and Mason (1990: 95) argued that the 

communication of new aspects engaged with a certain utterance and the 

deep-rooted knowledge identified by the addressee may give rise to 

contextual results connected with three conceivable categories. It might 

increase old-held expectations as soon as the new aspects admit the deep-

rooted knowledge. Equally, it might weaken or eradicate unacceptable or 

incorrect expectations when the new aspects conflict with the deep-rooted 

knowledge. The third perspective is that the combination of the first-hand 

aspects and the deep-rooted knowledge may represent principles that may 

work for the focal foundation from which various contextual inferences are 

obtained.                                                                                                    

Stylistically, as they are spoken discourse, conversations give rise to    

different implications owing to the interaction and negotiation between 

what is stored in the mind and stylistic choices, knowledge under what 

y implicated, and how they are used. certain linguistic choices are normall
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The focal concentration is on the inferential procedures, as they are 

constrained by processes of relevance, associated with stylistic choices and 

deriving effects. To exemplify the stylistic variation and relevance 

                                                                                                 nciples:pri 

?John: Do you feel very tired .5 

Yes, I do. a.: Allen     

Yes, I do. I'm going to have a fever. b.               

are stylistic variations to give two different  5b ,5aAllen's answers in 

affirmations to what has been mentioned in John's question having in mind 

has certain relevance  5aboth answers are applications of relevance theory. 

i.e. John realizes  for John for the reason that he can infer results from it,

Relevance theory  , based on the idea that "5bthat Allen feels very tired. 

claims that extra effort implies extra effect", (Clark, 1996, p. 167), is more 

since John can infer further results, i.e. John can predict  5arelevant than 

                      Allen will have a fever and whatever follows from that.that  

searching for From another stylistic and conversational perspective,     

common ground is a procedure interlocutors practice to 

promote interpersonal relationships (what one’s conversational partner be 

familiar with).  Clark and Marshall (1981: 26) offer that addressers and 

addressees use heuristics to deduce common ground. They detect three 

crucial heuristics that interlocutors can practice to guess that information is 

in common ground. Common ground can be expected to be in common 

ground if it is: (1) mentally copresent; (2) presented linguistically into the 

discourse; and (3) information that can be concluded from the public 

relationship.                                                                                                

     Along with the idea of the common ground, stylistics provides the 

common ground between interlocutors having in mind that the common 

ground of a certain conversation is the set of possible worlds, common 

knowledge, or propositions that the addresser and the addressee have found 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Interpersonal_relationship
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an agreement to treat them as true. Pragmatic ambiguity, as a stylistic 

common ground feature, can be categorized as the main factors that impede 

our comprehension and reasonable interpretation of utterances taking into 

account that misinterpretation and miscommunication are embedded in the 

decisive idea of ambiguity. Sometimes ambiguity refers to the use of 

utterances that allow alternative interpretations. Utterances as such, 

Information is omitted and must be taken for granted, are not specific and 

the context does not provide enough information needed to clarify them. 

For example,                                                                                              

6. I love you too. 

This utterance is pragmatically indefinite and a confusing declarative one. 

The speaker may be proposing:                                                                 

6. (a) to the same degree you love me. 

     (b) I love you as others do. 

     (c) and I love someone else. 

     (d) I love you and bearing other relationships.  

     In a related move, such an utterance is vague because the addresser 

could be using it to transfer a variety of potential meanings. This brings 

down a possibly heavy responsibility on interlocutors in conversation 

because to cooperate successfully oblige them to reduce ambiguity.             

    To clarify how interlocutors make intentions clear, pragmatic notions 

shape a number of principles. Based on the cooperative principle, scholars 

advocate that interlocutors come to the conclusion that shared faithfulness 

to the cooperative Principle. This assumption diminishes vagueness for 

addressees and as a result makes things would be easier for them. In 

reference to Relevance Theory, scholars have pointed out that interlocutors 

take advantage of their mutual ground to communicate competently. 
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Addressers employ mutual information and negotiation (schema theory) in 

creating their utterances, and listeners use it to find out what the intentions 

of the addressers are. On the grounds of this, there is no doubt that common 

ground, shared beliefs, shared suppositions between interlocutors are 

varieties of shared information.                                                                   

6. Stylistic and Conversational Negotiation                                                

    Turning to Schema Theory perspectives, Nørgaard et al. (2010, p. 8) 

argued that "Schema theorists claim that meaning is not only contained in 

the text; meaning needs to be built up by the reader using the text in 

negotiation with their background knowledge." In parallel to this, meaning 

is not only restricted in conversation; to build meaning, the hearer should 

realize, keep in line with, and manipulate the spoken discourse in 

negotiation with his own linguistic and social awareness. A similar 

argument was proposed by Weigand (2010: 508) stating that ―Human 

beings act and react in the process of negotiating meaning and 

understanding.‖ Therefore, it is possible to propose there is a pragma-

stylistic conversational approach that highlights the conversational dialogic 

quality of interaction emphasizing that the addresser and addressee who act 

and react. So the addresser–addressee's role is not only reading between the 

lines but also responding to the other participant’s linguistic expressions 

(act and react).                                                                                            

      Associated with the schema theory, Buber (1955, 2002: 22) assumed 

that authentic conversation, particularly that of a dialogue, can be achieved 

between two or more people, ―each of the participants really [must have] in 

mind the other or others in their present and particular being and turn to 

them with the intention of establishing a living mutual relation between 

himself and them‖. More to the point, dialogue can be perceived as a short-

lived practice in which interlocutors are intentionally mindful and sensible. 
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Maintaining the creative Buberian notion of an exchange of ideas and 

feelings, dialogue is a give-and-take information flow in the course of 

which participants are intentionally conscious of the companions. In light 

of this, Tracy and Craig (2010: 155) stressed that verbal exchange of 

information and emotions is created by the collaborative and 

communicative intention of approaching a perception that conforms with 

the succession of questions and answers as the following dialogue:             

7.  Chief Executive Officer (a): How did you deal with our business affairs?  

      Operations Manager (b): Look, don’t get so upset. Let’s just leave our 

business affairs    

                                                aside, shall we?  

      Chief Executive Officer (a): Do you ever stop giving unsolicited 

advice?  

      Operations Manager (b): I understand your pain.  

      Chief Executive Officer (a): Think about all those competitors around 

us, they will    

                                                     surely destroy us if we don't put plans.  

      Operations Manager (b): Could you tell me about your plans?  

      Chief Executive Officer (a): I have more than one plan. I can't manage 

them all. I'm  

                                                    hoping you can help me with. 

Here action and reaction, as stylistic variations, are pragmatically not the 

same. Table 1 illustrates this: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 1 Stylistic Choice and Cognitive Encoded Message 
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Agent 

Stylistic Choice 

 

Cooperative Conversation 

 

Cognitive Encoded 

Message 

Agent 

1 

How did you deal with our business 

affairs? 

(theme – anger) 

Agent 

2 

Look, don’t get so upset. Let’s just leave 

our business affairs aside, shall we? 

(theme – avoidance) 

Agent 

1 

Do you ever stop giving unsolicited  

advice? 

(theme – Cognitive 

dissonance) 

Agent 

2 

I understand your pain. (theme – control) 

 

Agent 

1 

Think about all those competitors around 

us, they will surely destroy us if we don't 

put  plans. 

 

(theme – conflict) 

Agent 

2 

Could you tell me about your plans? (theme – reorganization) 

Agent 

1 

I have more than one plan, so I can't 

manage them all. I'm hoping you can help 

me with. 

(theme – Necessity and 

collaboration) 

 

Actions are realized as self-motivated, while reactions, which reveal the 

mark of the pragmatic perception of Agent 1 and Agent 2, can be viewed as 

respondents. In dialogic collaboration and communication, it is possible to 

identify to what extent power, as a negative or positive integrated 

component, can be perceived as a force of communicative processes.            

In chief executive officer (a) and operations manager (b), hearers can use 

their schema knowledge (consciousness frames), particularly that of 

business to detect the encoded message. Links can be made between 

actions and reactions (stylistic choices) and enough clues or elements that 
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they carry to help hearers to guess certain pragmatic implications from their 

schema knowledge. Addressers and addressees reveal only some clues, and 

hearers understand such actions and reactions by merging these clues with 

their suitable knowledge from schemata. Clues as such provide cognitive 

reinforcement to assist hearers in detecting pragmatic inferences and also in 

helping them in filling gaps in the given conversation.   A general business 

schema contains elements that provide certain information about what is 

hidden and also granting more interpretation of what is expressed. Table 2 

shows to what extent linguistic elements that are socially and culturally 

constructed participate cognitively in detecting pragmatic inferences:          

  

Table 2 Stylistic Choice and Schematic Representation 

 

Interlocuto

rs  

 

Stylistic Choice 

 Schematic Clues or Elements 

 

     Pragmatic Inference 

 

 

Chief 

Executive 

Officer 

 

 

How did you deal 

with our business 

affairs? 

Schema1: an open-ended question requires 

cognitive consideration and reflection. It 

prepares the addressee to give free-long 

answers attributed to the addresses' 

viewpoints.  

Schema2: 'deal with' is used here when there 

is a conversation about solving problems, to 

show to what scope the addressee is 

concerned, or to accomplish a certain task. 

 

 

 

 

Schema1: 'look' is used here when the 

addresser aims to make the addressee 
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Operations 

Manager 

Look, don’t get so 

upset. Let’s just 

leave our business 

affairs aside, shall 

we? 

careful or to pay attention to a focal point. 

Schema2: 'don’t get so upset': to tell the 

addressee to be self-controlled. 

Schema3: 'let's':  a first-person plural 

imperative formal suggestion in which the 

addresser participates together with the 

addressee.  

 

 

 

 

Interlocuto

rs  

 

Stylistic Choice 

 Schematic Clues or Elements 

 

     Pragmatic Inference 

 

 

Chief 

Executive 

Officer 

 

Do you ever stop 

giving unsolicited  

advice? 

Schema1: ' stop giving unsolicited  advice': 

giving unsolicited advice could be a factor in 

relationship problems. Unsolicited  advice 

implies that the previous reaction may not be 

wanted (rude and presumptive viewpoints), or 

it may carry a sense of superiority. 

 

Operations 

Manager 

 

 

I understand your 

pain. 

Schema1:  'understand your pain': what 

individuals most want is the cooperation of 

others through understanding and sharing 

their pain, it is a kind of sympathy that means 

more attention is paid. So the conversation 

process is the most communication technique 

https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/careful
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/pay
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/attention
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(know-how) individuals can have. 

 

Chief 

Executive 

Officer 

 

Think about all 

those competitors 

around us, they will 

surely destroy us if 

we don't put  plans. 

Schema1: 'think about': denotes an implicit 

invitation for more extended and focused 

attention or an extensive time of 

contemplation on the subject at hand, to use 

the powers of the mind (mental competence) 

to reintroduce images, to conceptualize ideas, 

to figure out inferences, to make decisions or 

judgments and so on. 

 

Operations 

Manager 

 

Could you tell me 

about your plans? 

Schema1: 'could you': as it is a form of a 

polite request, the use of indirectness of 

request implies the conversation is in a 

progress, looking for more information to 

show collaboration and to accomplish 

interpersonal communication.  

 

 

 

Interlocuto

rs  

 

Stylistic Choice 

 Schematic Clues or Elements 

 

     Pragmatic Inference 

 

 

 

Chief 

Executive 

Officer 

 

 

I have more than 

one plan, so I can't 

manage them all. 

I'm hoping you can 

Schema1: 'more than': indicates more than 

one plan to use if it is needed. 

Schema2: 'manage': indicates an individual's 

concentration on how difficult to deal with, 

the challenge in which he is involved requires 
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help me with. much effort and collaboration with others. 

Schema3: 'hoping': -ing suffix (continuous 

effect) indicates the individual's interest or 

concern in a particular issue.  

Linguistic clues actions work as a stimulus, linguistic elements reactions 

work as a stimulus, too. Different types of schemata such as conversation 

schemata (participants, turn-taking, context, reference), linguistic schemata 

(phonetics, phonology, morphology, syntax, . . . ), social schemata (culture, 

social status, cooperation, conflict, . . . ), and business schemata (sender, 

receiver, message, channel, practical and concise information, . . . ) 

participate in revealing certain pragmatic implications. As a result of this, 

Schema works on shaping stored knowledge and arranging for a framework 

for future comprehension.                                                                           

Conclusion                                                                                                 

    Interlocutors modify the way (style) they are using the language in 

agreement with whom they are interacting. Normative conversation, which 

is structurally arranged and contextually oriented, can be accomplished 

through certain linguistic and nonlinguistic criteria. Conversational 

stylistics, as a method of tracing normative conversation, examines and 

investigates everyday spoken language to make analysts realize and 

comprehend how individuals manage and develop their social interactions 

through the use of verbal discourse. Spoken discourse, which is under 

analysis, consists of linguistic components (linguistic choices), these 

components establish and put on view that each conversational linguistic 

turn is created from several linguistic choices such as single words, 

phrases, clauses, or sentences which are not enough. Various elements, 
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paralinguistic or extralinguistic aspects, such as intonation and body 

language contribute stylistically in shaping and reshaping the encoded or 

decoded messages. Maxims, by some means associated with shaping styles, 

make the interactants realize the ways in which stylistic choices constitute 

social relations. Stylistically, conversational linguistic and nonlinguistic 

choices are used in depicting or presenting the identity of the interlocutors, 

they provoke different styles of effects for them and then work on forming 

the final messages and to what extent they are pragmatically 

conceptualized. Various kinds of contexts work as operators (retrieval 

knowledge) to demystify ambiguous and inconclusive meaning. An 

inconsistency between the context anticipated by the addresser and the one 

used by the addressee may give rise to a misinterpretation and then leads to 

pragmatic failure. Schema theory draws the analyst's attention to how 

linguistic clues can work as stimulus having in mind that every linguistic 

clue is coordinated with another and with the whole conversation.               
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